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Abstract. The demand for peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading systems
(ETS) grows alongside the development of house renewable energy gen-
eration. A P2P/ETS enables its peers to trade energy freely as in a
double auction market. It requires a ledger to record peers’ trading
history. A typical approach is relying on a decentralized ledger, e.g.,
blockchain, with smart contract capabilities, unavoidably incurring high
costs. Therefore, motivated to build a smart contract-free system, this
work proposes a novel blockchain and consensus design utilizing the
double auction characteristics of P2P/ETS. Concretely, we first revisit
the blockchain data structure so that it can reflect auction bids. Next,
we introduce a novel mining mechanism utilizing a bid-matching prob-
lem (BMP), which requires miners to find the best combination sets of
sell/buy bids according to a given scoring function. Hence, the miner who
mines the best-scored block can extend the blockchain. The fundamen-
tal difference between the BMP-based mining and traditional proof-of-X
schemes, e.g., work or stake, is that our protocol selects blocks instead
of miners. That is, a higher-scored block has better contents (bids and
transactions), thus being preferable to a lower-scored block regardless
of whether the miner is honest. Finally, we analyze miners’ local chain
dynamics and show a bound for the score distribution of the scoring func-
tion to prove that the protocol satisfies the key properties of consensus,
i.e., persistence and liveness.

Keywords: Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading, Double Auction, Blockchain
Mining, Score-Based Consensus.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The shift to renewable but less reliable energy sources urges a significant change
in the current grid structure, from the centralized uni-direction system to the
decentralized bi-direction “smart grid”. The new structure requires a peer-to-
peer (P2P) energy trading system (ETS) that enables users to trade energy and



exchange data to achieve regional self-sustainability. We abstract P2P/ETS as
a double auction market where users can create bids to sell/buy energy among
themselves. Therefore, a ledger is in demand to record bids and trading transac-
tions. Whereas in the decentralized setting, blockchain protocols [16] have been
proven to fulfill the ledger properties [7], i.e., persistence and liveness.

The existing works [1, 11] on blockchain-based P2P/ETS rely on smart con-
tracts capabilities [15], e.g., typically the one provided by Ethereum [21]. Unfor-
tunately, the smart contract-equipped protocols suffer from high maintenance
fees [18], where users must incur severe costs while submitting smart contract-
based transactions to the network. Moreover, the widely-used underlying mining
mechanism, i.e., the proof-of-work scheme [16], is intensifying the global energy
crisis. Therefore, this work focuses on an unexplored alternative to circumvent
these prohibitive costs by introducing P2P/ETS’s double auction characteris-
tics into the protocol design. Our protocol will work for P2PETS and can be
generalized to be compatible with double auction markets, which is an advan-
tage even for smart contract-equipped protocols with low transaction fees, i.e.,
Cardano/Ouroboros [6].

Abstract P2P/ETS. In order to better reason the technical challenges of a
blockchain protocol tailored to P2P/ETS, we abstract the system concerning its
use case and settings. Concretely, the users in a P2P/ETS are equipped with
advanced metering devices that measure and record their energy generation and
trades. The users are often geographically close to each other in a tight-knit
community, e.g., a village. However, this is not necessary because the system
can be extended hierarchically, i.e., multiple local systems can form a higher
level of ETS. A crucial assumption is a good network connection, i.e., with less
delay, among users in the same system. We overlook transmission loss since such
analysis is out of the scope of this work.

In the abstract P2P/ETS, users continuously present sell/buy bids for each
other. The key idea of establishing trades is to require users to find the most
optimal set of matched bids (transactions) within a constrained period, i.e., a
time slot. Hence, the system can enforce desired matching policy by defining
optimum, e.g., maximizing trading volume or preserving variants of fairness [2,
12]. Later, we push forward and formalize this idea as the bid-matching problem
(BMP) with a given scoring function.

1.2 Our Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to merge the setting of users
operating in a double auction market and the blockchain protocol. The follow-
ing Table 1 lists some blockchain-based consensus and the typical proof-of-X
schemes, including work, stake, and weight-based work. We note that more pro-
tocols, e.g., [4, 5, 17], are not shown in the table.

Our contributions are threefold. First, we add a bid layer to the blockchain
data structure so that the protocol can handle auction bids from the P2P/ETS
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Table 1: Some Noticeable Proof-of-X-Based Protocols.
Protocol Mining Mechanism Chain Selection

Bitcoin Backbone [7] Proof-of-work Longest-chain

Ouroboros [6, 14] Proof-of-stake Longest-chain

Weight Nakamoto [13] Weight-based proof-of-work Weight-based

This work Score-based BMP Highest-score

or double auction markets. Under the new data structure, we present a variant
version of the ledger properties introduced in [7]. Second, we propose a BMP-
based mining mechanism that utilizes an optimization problem to match sell/buy
bids for transactions according to a publicly known scoring function. Here, the
scoring function serves as a reflection of desired market dynamics. The block
is easy to generate. However, it should be hard to find a high-scored one. Our
mining mechanism (BMP and the scoring function) guarantees that a higher-
scored block implies a more desirable set of tradings for the underlying auction
market. Our design is novel in the sense that this is the first time a block’s
quality is decided by its content rather than the resource outside the protocol,
e.g., work or stake in the traditional proof-of-X schemes. Moreover, Existing
blockchain analysis [6,7,17] often separates their market participants and miners.
In contrast, we regard them as sub-procedures of a single entity so that the miner
may benefit from its market participant (Details can be found in Section 5.2). We
argue that this setting is more close to practice. Third, inspired by the forkable
string formalism in [14], we consider a tree structure for users’ view of blocks
because the BMP-based mining can generate blocks easily. Moreover, we push
forward the idea of the scoring function to a score accumulator that evaluates the
score of branches in the tree. The chain is selected with the “highest-score” rule,
i.e., in a time slot, the branch with the highest accumulated score is adopted by
all honest users as their blockchain. We analyze honest users’ local chain (tree)
dynamics and prove that, with carefully chosen protocol parameters, the ledger
properties are achievable for arbitrary score distribution of the scoring function.

1.3 Organization

We organize the main contents of the paper as follows. First, the preparation to
present the protocol starts in Section 2, where we review the notations and proto-
col settings. Section 3 introduces our tailored “bid-transaction-block-chain” data
structure and the corresponding modification to the ledger properties. Next, in
Section 4, we formalize the BMP-based mining mechanism and provide the scor-
ing oracle model by discussing a concrete scoring function. Section 5 introduces
the concrete protocol description. Finally, we present the security analysis on
users’ local chain dynamics in Section 6.

2 Notation and the Execution Model

Throughout this paper, we use λ for the security parameter and || for concate-
nation. For a set X , x $← X denotes that x is randomly and uniformly sampled
from X ; Whereas for an algorithm Alg, x ← Alg denotes that x is assigned the
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output of an algorithm Alg on fresh randomness. We denote the set {0, . . . , ℓ−1}
with [ℓ].

For completeness, we employ digital signatures with Existential Unforgeabil-
ity under Adaptive Chosen Message Attacks (EUF-CMA) [10]. In general, a digi-
tal signature scheme is a tuple of three PPT algorithms Σ = (KeyGen,Sign,Verify)
such that:

– KeyGen(1λ) takes in a security parameter and outputs a verification key pk
and a signing key sk.

– Signsk(m) takes in a signing key sk and a message m, outputting a signature
σ on message m under signing key sk.

– Verifypk(m,σ) takes in a verification key pk, a message m and a signature σ,
outputting 1 if the signature is valid and 0 otherwise.

In addition to the signature definition, let Hash denote a collision-free hash
function. Next, we describe our protocol’s execution model and introduce the
ledger properties.

Execution model. We adopt the standard Interactive Turing Machines (ITM)
approach to model protocol execution [3]. A protocol refers to an algorithm for
a set of nodes (ITMs) to interact with each other. The execution of the protocol
Π is directed by the environment Z(1λ), where λ is the security parameter.
The environment controls the spawn and corruptions of nodes in each protocol
instance. We consider that all corrupt nodes are controlled by an adversary A
who can read inputs and set outputs for these nodes. Moreover, we assume the
existence of a globally synchronized clock T , secured with the signature scheme
introduced above, such that every node can access directly, i.e., without the
online adversary knowing, to obtain the current time slot.

– Round and time slot. The protocol execution proceeds in rounds, being
the smallest unit of time of interest. At the beginning of each round, honest
nodes receive inputs from the environment Z and send outputs to Z at the
end of the round. The round number is non-decreasing. Honest nodes’ views
of the round number may be slightly different from each other. We further
divide execution into time slots, each consisting of multiple rounds. A time
slot is associated with a block updating the blockchain.

– Permissioned setting and static corruption. Since our motivation and
application are constrained to P2P/ETS, this work considers the permis-
sioned setting, requiring that Z spawn all nodes before the protocol exe-
cution and inform the identities of all nodes spawned to the honest ones.
Furthermore, we assume the adversary A and the environment Z in our
protocol respect static corruption. Hence, Z is not allowed to halt nodes
or issue corrupt instruction to an honest node after the beginning of the
execution, i.e., Z spawns corrupted nodes directly.

– Communication network. We adapt Canetti [3]’s synchronous communi-
cation description to our time slot setting. Each message sent by an honest
node is guaranteed to arrive at most the next slot after the delay of δ rounds,
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which is known by the nodes. That is, all the messages sent to a node at slot
r − δ are received before the node sends any slot-r related messages.

3 Basic Definitions

Here, we start to explain our design. The first step is to define the data struc-
ture on which our protocol relies, i.e., a “bid-transaction-block-chain” structure.
Hence, we revisit the ledger properties, i.e., persistence and liveness as discussed
in [7] and present a variant of the liveness property for our new data structure.

3.1 Data Structure

Consider a double auction market where users start their operations by creating
bids. Within each bid, the user has two options: (1) to sell a quantity of “some-
thing” for an initial price (anything upper is acceptable), or (2) to buy a quantity
of “something” for a price (anything lower is acceptable). A transaction is a pair
of matched buy bid and sell bid, a block contains a set of bids and transactions,
and a chain is a linked list of blocks.

In the following, we denote each instance as bid, tx, bk, and chain. For conve-
nience, each instance is associated with an identifier ID, and the identifier is set to
be the hash of the instance’s contents, e.g., IDbid = Hash(bid) is the identifier of
a bid. Within the definitions, the public keys of each user are known. We assume
the existence of the globally synchronized clock T , equipped with a public key
pair (pkT , skT ), which the users can submit queries (σT , t) ← T (m), such that
σT = SignskT (m, t). Moreover, as discussed in Section 5.2, we use U = (B,M)
to denote a user’s bidder and miner sub-procedures.

Definition 1 (Bid). A bid issued by a user’s bidder with public and secret keys
(pkB, skB) consists of the tuple (rawbid, t, σbid, pkB,misc):

– rawbid = (action, q, p) denotes the action, quantity, and price of the bid. In
particular, the action has two possible values: {buy, sell};

– t is the slot number provided by the globally synchronized clock T ;
– σbid is the signature of the raw bid, that is σbid ← SignskB(rawbid, t);
– misc contains additional information, e.g., a certificate by a trusted authority

attesting the buyer or seller’s public key.

Each user of the protocol keeps a list of all bids seen on the network, in
a similar fashion as the mempool of blockchain systems (with the difference
that in such systems, the mempool keeps transactions). As one should expect,
a transaction is the combination of two bids; one for selling and the other for
buying at a combined price that would satisfy both bids.

Definition 2 (Transaction). Let bid1 and bid2 be two bids such that raw1 =
(sell, q1, p1) and raw2 = (buy, q2, p2). Therefore, a transaction tx consists of
(IDbid1 , IDbid2 , qtx, ptx) where qtx, ptx denote the matched quantity and price.
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A transaction matches a buy bid and a sell bid. The correctness of matching
can be found in Section 4.1. Next, our proposed abstraction is finally described
by introducing the definition of block and chain.

Definition 3 (Block). A block bk consists of the tuple (rawbk, pkM, t, pkT ,
σT , score, h, σM):

– rawbk = (BIDs,TXs) is the raw contents of the block, that is the bid list BIDs
and the transaction list TXs;

– pkM is the public key of the miner M, and its signature σM ← SignskM
(rawbk, t, σT , pkT , score, h);

– t is the slot number from T , and pkT is the public key. It signs with σT ←
SignskT (rawbk, t);

– score is the score of the block with respect to its content rawbk;
– h = Hash(bkprev) is the hash of the previous block.

In order to define the chain itself, as an initial assumption, we assume the
existence of the Genesis Block, denoted by bkG, which is publicly known by the
users. This initial block contains the public keys of the users, which are allowed
to issue block candidates. Therefore, all the users, when aware of new block
candidates, will discard the ones which are signed with public keys that are not
in the initial list.

Definition 4 (Chain). A chain chain is a ordered list of blocks (bkG, bk
1, bk2,

. . . ) such that bkG is the genesis block which contains the public keys of the users
of the system.

3.2 Ledger Properties

Typically in distributed ledgers, each transaction changes the state of the pro-
tocol. Thus, it is convenient to introduce a notation to address this framework.

Assume the existence of two states q1 and q2, let q1
tx→ q2 denote the state change

from q1 to q2 introduced by the transaction tx. Moreover, let q
∗→ q′ denote the

transition between two states caused by a finite number of transactions. Under
our protocol execution setting, we recall the ledger properties as discussed in [7].

– Persistence. For any two nodes, say, S1 and S2, and any two slots ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2,
if the list of settled transaction of S1 in ℓ1 is equal to LOG1, and the total
transactions for S2 is LOG2, thus LOG1 is a prefix of LOG2;

– Liveness. If a transaction tx is available to all nodes at a point when the
latest slot for the honest nodes is t, then any node whose clock advances u
slots, to the point of t′, we will have a ledger such that the state q, for which

it holds that q0
∗→ q1

tx→ q2
∗→ q.

Each node would keep locally a chain chain, which can be seen as a log, i.e.,
LOG, which keeps a list of transactions of the whole history of the protocol.
Therefore, two different logs LOG1 and LOG2, such that the latter contains the
former, give us that LOG1 is also known as the “prefix of ” LOG2.
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Liveness variant. Furthermore, we adapt the liveness property to our setting,
introducing an analogous property with respect to blocks, instead of transac-
tions. Unlike other consensus or leader election mechanisms, we insist that a
relaxation in the liveness property is necessary for our setting because any par-
ticipant can put forth a block with a trivial, i.e., not optimal, combination of
bids. Therefore, in each time slot, as many blocks as participants can potentially
be available, and the decision of the new block depends on the scoring func-
tion (later introduced in detail in Section 4.2, which, internally, can take several
features of the set of transactions of the block. Another significant difference is
that bids, once broadcasted, will not necessarily be included in the new blocks
as transactions, i.e., they may not be combined to another bid to make a trans-
action, for example. In our protocol, the more suitable feature is the notion that
among all the candidate blocks, one will be used to extend the chain. Moreover,
transactions are not broadcasted solely in our design but released within the
blocks that are issued respectively by all the players in each time slot. Therefore,

we overload the earlier introduced notation q
tx→ q′ for blocks, i.e., q

bk→ q′, de-
noting the state change for a batch of transactions within bk. For these reasons
and without loss of generality, we rewrite the liveness property as follows:

– Block-liveness: If a set of blocks (bk0, bk1, bk2, bk3, . . . , bkn) is available to
all honest nodes at a point when the latest slot for the honest nodes is t,
then any node whose clock advances u slots, to the point of t′, we will have

a ledger such that the state q, for which it holds that q0
∗→ q1

bki→ q2
∗→ q for

some i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

4 Bid-Matching Problem and the Scoring Function

The bid-matching-based mining derives from P2P/ETS’s double auction charac-
teristic and relies on the data structure introduced in Section 3.1. The users keep
a list of bids to form a block of transactions. Users are expected to maximize the
matching score with respect to a publicly known scoring function s : bk → R.
s is a multidimensional function that maps the content of a block, e.g., number
of bids/transactions, matched quantity/price, timestamps, etc., to a real num-
ber. This section first presents a concise definition of the bid-matching problem
(BMP). Next, we describe the scoring function s and provide an oracle model for
security analysis. Finally, we briefly discuss the differences between our BMP-
based mining and traditional proof-of-X schemes.

4.1 Bid-Matching Problem

Our scheme is based on the optimization problem of matching bids. We define
it as the Bid-Matching Problem (BMP).

Definition 5 (BMP). Given the publicly known scoring function s : bk → R
and the current blockchain chain, a user U solving the BMP, for a bid list BIDs it
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keeps with respect to a probabilistic matching algorithm Matching, outputs a block
bk = (rawbk, pkU , σU , t, pkT , σT , score, h) with rawbk = (BIDs,TXs) such that the
three algorithms (Matching,Verify,Scoring) perform as follows:

– Matching(BIDs; r) → TXs. On input of BIDs and an explicit randomness r,
Matching outputs a transaction list TXs, where each tx ∈ TXs contains a pair
of buy/sell bids listed in BIDs;

– Verify(chain,BIDs,TXs) → {0, 1}. Any user can run the deterministic algo-
rithm Verify and check the correctness of each transaction tx in the list TXs
with respect to the blockchain chain and the input bid list BIDs;

– Scoring(bk)→ score. The deterministic algorithm Scoring evaluates the scor-
ing function s(bk).

Matching correctness. Notice that the input BIDs can contain residual bids,
i.e., the bid’s quantity not being fully matched in the current blockchain. Such
bids can be taken as input for the Matching algorithm (Details in Section 5.2).
Hence the Verify algorithm also needs to check the history embedded in the
blockchain. Let H = {TXs1, . . . ,TXsn} be the history transactions embedded in
the blockchain chain. For a newly found transaction list TXs in a block candidate,
each tx = (bidbuy, bidsell, ptx, qtx) ∈ TXs should satisfies:

– psell ≤ ptx ≤ pbuy;
–
∑

TXsi∈H

∑
txbuy∈TXsi

qtxbuy+
∑

txbuy∈TXs qtxbuy ≤ qbuy;

–
∑

TXsi∈H

∑
txsell∈TXsi

qtxsell+
∑

txsell∈TXs qtxsell ≤ qsell.

A transaction is a match between a buy bid and a sell bid. The matched price
should be in the range between the sell bid’s price and the buy bid’s price.
Otherwise, the buyer cannot afford the seller’s bid. Moreover, since we enable
miners to do matchings across time slots, the sum of the matched quantity of
an involving buy/sell bid should not surpass the total quantity of the bid.

4.2 The Scoring Function and the Scoring Oracle Model

Now, we proceed to the Scoring algorithm and the scoring function s. Because
the BMP can be regarded as an optimization problem on a bipartite graph, its
complexity and output distribution depend on the concrete scoring function.
Moreover, it relates to the users’ behavior considering rational analysis, e.g.,
by taking typical parameters into account, users may match such bids together
for higher scores. Thus, a well-designed scoring function is necessary for the
BMP-based mining mechanism.

In order to better reason our model, we explicitly rewrite the scoring function
as s = T ◦sL. Here, sL : bk→ R is a multidimensional linear function that maps
the block generated by the Matching algorithm to a real number. T : R→ R is a
transformation [20] that transforms sL(·)’s linearity, e.g., by setting T (x) = ex.
As shown in Figure 1a, the output score distribution can be changed by the
transformation T (·). In the following, we first discuss the potential of the scoring
function by showing a concrete example.
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A concrete example. A concrete instantiation of the scoring function is tai-
lored to implement desired properties of the underlying trading market and the
consensus (blockchain) protocol. In terms of the trading market, for example,
the system can be designed to privilege blocks with particular properties, such
as the highest number of matched transactions, or the highest transacted value
among all the matched pairs of sell and buy bids, i.e., aggregated value of all
transactions, or even, consider time features of the bids, i.e., oldest bids would
have higher score, etc. Whereas, as we will discuss in detail in Section 6, the con-
vergence, e.g., linearity and convexity, of the scoring function provided by the
transformation T , can change users’ local chain dynamics and the probability of
them achieving consensus over time.

As a starting point, we give a toy example by setting the market goal as
maximizing the total matched price (unit price times quantity) with a linear
transformation T (x) = x. On a given transaction list TXs, we write the scoring
function concerning the goal as follows:

s(TXs) = T ◦ sL(TXs) = T (
∑

tx∈TXs

ptx · qtx) =
∑

tx∈TXs

ptx · qtx. (1)

Notice that this goal is very different from the goal of a traditional double auction
market, e.g., the stock market, we use it to demonstrate our scoring function
design’s versatility. Since psell ≤ ptx ≤ pbuy, a miner would prefer to choose ptx =
pbuy to maximize the score. We can control this by setting ptx = ϵ·psell+(1−ϵ)pbuy
with an explicit ϵ ∈ [0, 1] to adjust preference for buyers or sellers.

With the scoring function in Equation 1, the BMP can be reduced to a gener-
alized assignment problem [19], which is proven to be NP-hard. However, being
NP-hard is insufficient to analyze the distribution of output scores if users use
an arbitrary Matching algorithm. Therefore, we offer users a generic stochastic
local search algorithm as Matching for finding the solution that maximizes the
scoring function. A potentially “more clever” algorithm may outperform honest
participants who stick with the protocol. However, we argue that the offered
algorithm is general enough to close this gap.

Therefore, we make an restriction that each instance of the protocol per-
formed by the users (U1,U2, . . . ) is defined by the tuples (Matching(·; r1), Verify,
Scoring), (Matching(·; r2),Verify,Scoring), . . . , respectively. Here, ri is the ran-
domness of Ui. Following the analysis given in [7], i.e., computing power is uni-
formly distributed among users, whereas the adversary who corrupts a fraction
of users controls the fraction of computing power, we assume ri follows the uni-
form distribution. Hence, the output of sL follows the uniform distribution since
each participant follows the same searching process with only different random-
ness. The difference between our model and the previous analysis is that, with
the transformation in the scoring function, our design can lift the final score
outputs from the uniform distribution to a desirable distribution D. Finally, we
summarize a “scoring oracle” model, which is able to model both the concrete
example and more general scoring function cases for the security analysis.
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Scoring oracle model. The scoring oracle O is accessible by any Ui ∈ Usr, via
queries in which the user sends its own bid list BIDsi and the randomness ri. All
the users have direct communication with it, i.e., the communication between
Ui and the oracle cannot be delayed by the adversary. This is a natural setting
since the oracle captures the capability of the players to internally and locally
select the bids and issue the block relying only on its randomness and the fixed
matching algorithm. Next, we describe its internal routines.

The score sampling routine. The score is generated by assuming a scoring space
S and a random sampling algorithm Sampling such that in slot t, (scoreti, bk

t
i)←

Sampling(rti , r
t
O, s) for the user’s randomness rti , the oracle’s internal randomness

rtO, and the scoring function s. The algorithm has the single property of randomly
sampling scoreti ∈ S that follows a given distribution D according to the scoring
function. The Sampling algorithm also returns the corresponding block. Note that
this setting is enough for our purposes, given that with a suitably large enough
set S, the blocks can be strictly ordered by the score with high probability.
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Fig. 1: Intuition of Scoring Function and Scoring Oracle.

The oracle. More concretely, given a scoring function s = T ◦ sL, for each
slot t, O picks a random value rtO, and for every time slot, it keeps lists of
performed queries Lt = {(U1, scoret1, bk

t
1), (U2, scoret2, bk

t
2), . . . , (Un, scoretn, bk

t
n)}

for n users, and upon receiving a query (BIDsi, ri) from Ui.

Scoring Oracle O

For every slot t, the oracle keeps n-sized lists Lt = {(·, ·, ·), . . . , (·, ·, ·)}
and picks a uniformly random value rtO. On a query (BIDsti, r

t
i) from

Ui: If Ui ∈ Lt such that there is a tuple (Ui, scoreti, bk
t
i), then return

(scoreti, bk
t
i) to Ui. Otherwise

– Sample (scoreti, bk
t
i)← Sampling(rti , r

t
O, s) where s(bkti) = scoreti;

– Add (Ui, scoreti, bk
t
i) to Lt;

– Return the pair (scoreti, bk
t
i) to Ui.

The scoring oracle model captures the restriction mentioned above by sam-
pling on the uniformly distributed users’ randomness. It outputs the score and
the corresponding block following the distribution given by the scoring function.
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The output distribution. Therefore, we model the output score of our oracle as a
continuous random variable X follows a specific distribution D over score range
S = [smin, smax]. Here, D is given by the transformation T on the uniformly
distributed random variables output by sL. We denote the probability density
function and the distribution function of D as f(·) and F (·), respectively. Hence,
F (x) = Pr[X ≤ x] =

∫ x

smin
f(t)dt. In any time slot, regardless of the distribution,

for n users including t adversaries, one of the adversaries’ blocks has the highest
score with probability t/n. Thus, suppose we assume the honest majority, the
probability of the adversary winning a time slot is less than 1/2.

4.3 Mining Fairness and the Content-Related Mining

One may notice that the BMP-based mining mechanism lacks a crucial prop-
erty of traditional proof-of-X, which is mining fairness. Usually, in proof-of-X
schemes, mining fairness requires that the probability of a user’s block being
selected to extend the blockchain is comparable to the fraction of resources it
uses in the mining process. Let Res be the required resource in a proof-of-X
scheme, e.g., hash power for proof-of-work and stake for proof-of-stake. We have
Pr[U extends the blockchain] ≈ U ’s Res/Network’s Res. Otherwise, the ratio of
blocks in the blockchain that are created by the adversary cannot be bounded by
its resource, thus being a violation of the chain quality property defined in [7].
Chain quality is crucial because the adversary can control the transactions in its
blocks, harming liveness by not including typical transactions.

In contrast, the BMP-based mining in practice does not rule out “clever”
users (honest or not) who can take advantage, i.e., finding a higher-scored block
with less computing power used in Matching. Later in Remark 1 of Section 5, we
even demonstrate a strategy to boost block score without much computation.
This is because of the fundamental difference between our design and the tra-
ditional proof-of-X schemes, i.e., the BMP-based mining selects blocks instead
of miners. A higher-scored block is always preferable to the system because the
block’s content is sophisticatedly chosen according to the scoring function, and
the well-designed scoring function enforces a desirable matching policy for the
system. Any violation of this policy sacrifices the score of the user (adversary)’s
block. Notice that our process is also different from the weight-based proof-of-X
frameworks [8, 13] (Illustrated in Figure 1b), because the weight in these works
evaluates the quality of proof-of-X instead of the block’s content. However, cur-
rently, the incentive model is unclear because it cannot handle the situation
where all of the users start to put low-effort transactions into their blocks so
that the overall quality of blocks falls. We list this as our future work.

5 Protocol Description

In this section, we present the whole picture of our protocol including how users
handle bids and their local blockchain with the existence of a globally synchro-
nized clock. Intuitively, the protocol is executed by n users such that each one
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maintains a local tree (forest), in which the root is a unique “genesis” block bkG
containing the users’ public keys. We enable users to store a tree because blocks
are easy to generate in the BMP-based mechanism, which requires extra efforts
to achieve consensus on a chain. In a time slot, each user generates block candi-
dates that are issued via the BMP mining. Then, the user updates its local tree
with the new candidates. Finally, it selects the chain according to the “highest-
score” rule, i.e., adopting the highest-scored branch in the tree with respect to
the current slot number.

5.1 Local Tree Structure

Since our protocol enables users to store tree structures, we first define the
combination view of all users as the “master-tree”. Hence, each user’s view is a
sub-tree (sub-forest) of the master-tree. Given the genesis block as the root, a
master-tree mtreet for time slot t is formed from all the valid blocks generated
by users (honest or not) from genesis to the end of slot t. Blocks of the same slot
would share the same height. A user may only see a part of the master-tree if
it is not aware of other blocks generated. We denote the sub-tree of user U , for
the set of users Usr, in slot t as treetU , which contains at least all honest blocks
up to the slot t. We present the formal definition as follows.

Definition 6 (Master-Tree). Given a hash function Hash, let the genesis block
in time slot 0 be bkG. For each slot t ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ − 1}, we denote valid block
candidates generated within slot t as {bktU}U∈Usr. All bk

1
U are connected to bkG

by Hash; for any t > 1 and participant U , bktU is connected to one and only one
bkt−1

U ′ . A master-tree for this ℓ time slots is denoted by mtree = (V,E), where
V =

⋃
t∈[ℓ] {bk

t
U}U∈Usr and E =

⋃
t∈[ℓ]]\{0} {(bk

t−1
U ′ , bktU )} where (bkt−1

U ′ , bktU )
denotes the connection between blocks.

Definition 7 (User-Tree). Let mtreeℓ = (V,E) be a master-tree of time slot
ℓ, i.e., at the end of slot ℓ. A user-tree of an honest user HU ∈ HUsr denoted by
treeHU contains all blocks that the user witnesses by the end of slot ℓ. Consider a
sub-graph htree = (V ∗, E∗) where V ∗ =

⋃
t∈[ℓ+1],HU∈HUsr {bk

t
HU}. The user-tree

is a sub-graph of mtree and a super-graph of htree.

The outlined definitions are, in spirit, similar to the approach based on the
forkable string introduced by [14]. Later, we present a full analysis of the chain
dynamics in Section 6. Our tree view approach is fundamentally more suitable
to our construction because, differently to [14], in each time slot, potentially
each participant issues a block candidate. We remark that each candidate block
will extend at most one branch of the master-tree. In comparison, regular proof-
of-X-based blockchain protocol decides only a single player to issue the new
block,i.e., only one block is generated for each slot. Thus, there is no notion of
block candidates in the same sense as our protocol. Next, we recall the following
definitions in graph theory for explaining our highest-score rule.
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Definition 8 (Branch, height, length). A path in tree G = (V,E) originat-
ing at the root r ∈ V is called a branch branch. Later, we also branch for a chain
of blocks; The height of a node, denoted with height(v) where v ∈ V , is defined
as the edge number on the longest path to a leaf from that node; A branch’s
length, denoted with length(branch), equals to the edge number on the branch.
The height of the tree height(G) is defined as the height of the root or the length
of the longest branch.

Hence, we overload the scoring function for branches as the score accumulator
saacc : branch→ R with an accumulating parameter function a : height→ R.

Definition 9 (Score Accumulator). Assume a scoring function s : bk → R
and a parameter function a : height → R. Given a user-tree tree of height h in
a time slot, the accumulated score of a branch branch ⊆ tree is defined as:

saacc(branch) =
h∑

bk∈branch,i=0

a(i) · s(bk).

The function sacc evaluates the score of a branch where each block on the branch
is given a parameter according to its height. The function a(·) adds flexibility to
the score accumulator, thus the protocol can assign blocks at the typical height
with different values. For example, we can give old blocks on the chain higher
values to achieve better chain stability (analyzed in Section 6.1).

5.2 Workflow Overview

In order to demonstrate the protocol design with respect to users’ workflow, we
first separate each user into two sub-procedures: bidder and miner. Briefly, a
user keeps a local tree of blocks (user-tree) and a mempool containing all the
currently available bids. In a time slot t defined by the globally synchronized
clock T (as cited in Section 2), the user’s bidder sub-procedure is expected to
create bids within the slot for selling or buying according to its energy demands
and broadcast the bids to the network mempool.

Meanwhile, the miner sub-procedure collects bids from the mempool and
checks conflicts concerning its current selected blockchain. Here, we enable min-
ers to collect “residual” bids in the bid list BIDs for the Matching algorithm.
Concretely, a residual bid is a bid that has been included in the blockchain with
unmatched quantities. For example, given a bid bid∗ and all the transactions that
embeds the bid: {txi} = {(bid∗, bidi, qi, pi)} ∈ chaint−1 such that qbid∗ >

∑
i qi.

A miner can collect bid∗’s residual as bid′ where qbid′ = qbid∗ −
∑

i qi. Such a set-
ting enables users to better fulfill their demands and increases (energy) market’s
trading efficiency.

Hence, with the collected bid list, the miner runs the BMP mining algorithms
to generate a block candidate that, in its view, maximizes the scoring function.
It broadcasts its block candidate and receives others candidates. Then, the user
updates the user-tree and chooses the highest-scored branch in its blockchain as
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given by the score accumulator. The user also updates the mempool accordingly
so that no conflicted bid exists. Thus, the users are ready for the next time slot.

The bidder is a participant in the trading market, and the miner is a par-
ticipant in the blockchain protocol. Previous works [6, 7, 17] make an explicit
separation between these two types of participants. However, in this work, we
regard them as the sub-procedures of a single entity, i.e., a user, so that the
bidder may issue bids on the fly to give its miner advantages (explained in Re-
mark 1). We argue that such a setting is more close to practice.

Remark 1 (Bidders’ trick). Let a user’s bid list collected from the mempool
be BIDs. Without loss of generality, we assume no conflicts between BIDs and
the user’s current selected chain. Let the transaction list found by the user’s
miner sub-procedure be TXs. Suppose there exists a not matched (nm) bid in
the bid list, bidnm ∈ BIDs, i.e., for any tx ∈ TXs, bidnm /∈ tx. Hence, the user’s
bidder sub-procedure can create a bidotf on the fly (otf) so that a new txotf =
(bidnm, bidotf , qtxotf , ptxotf ) can be matched accordingly, and s(TXs||txotf) ≥ s(TXs).
Therefore, the user gains mining advantages by creating a new bid instead of
performing extra computations in the Matching algorithm.

Such a trick is often considered a violation of mining fairness mentioned
in Section 4.3. However, in our protocol, we do not rule out this trick by two
reasons: (1) the user who creates bidotf must fulfill the bid, i.e., the user must
provide energy for a sell bid or pay for the energy for a buy bid; (2) the bidotf and
the corresponding txotf enhance the system efficiency according to the scoring
function, e.g., boosting the trading volume if we consider the concrete function
given in Equation 1.

5.3 Concrete Protocol Description

Assume the protocol Π is run by n participants. Each user U locally keeps a
blockchain (bkG, bk

1, bk2, . . . , bkℓ), and a list of BIDsU . On every new time slot t
started by the synchronized clock, the participant receives a new set of bids, and
a collection of new blockchains. The protocol also receives the parameter ρ (to
be estimated in Section 6) for confirmation of blocks which is used to output the
“confirmed blocks”. Concretely it is used to prune the locally kept blockchain of
the blocks with slot number at most ℓ− ρ.

The protocol participant performs the following procedures.

Scoring-Based Protocol Πρ

– Bid List Update: At any point of the time slot t, the bid is received
and added to the locally kept list of bids BIDs by bidders and miners;

– Blockchain Update: Whenever an alternative blockchain
(bkG, bk

1′, bk2′, . . . , bkt′) with w > ℓ is presented, it replaces
its local copy and updates the bid list accordingly, i.e., by removing
from the local list, the bids presented in the new blockchain;
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– Blockchain Extension: On the beginning of the time slot, the user
U issues its candidate block by executing Matching(BIDs; rU )→ bk∗U ,
and broadcasts bk∗U to the network. Upon receiving the candidate
blocks bk ̸= bkU from the others participants, and verifies each score
by sorting scacc(BIDsji, bkj)→ scorej for all j. Finally it sets bkℓ+1 ←
bk∗max, such that bk∗max is the block with the highest score sj among
all blocks bkj .

– Ledger Reporting: Upon queried, output the (bkG, bk
1, bk2, . . . ,

bkℓ
′
), such that bkℓ

′
is the block whose time stamp is ℓ− ρ.

Later, in our analysis, we substitute the calls to function scacc in the above
description to calls to the random score oracle O in order to evaluate the score
for the blocks.

In the following section, we analyze the users’ local chain (tree) dynamics and
show how honest users can achieve persistence and block-liveness by adopting
the highest-scored branch as their locally kept blockchain.

6 Local Chain Dynamics

In order to achieve persistence, the highest-scored branch should be known to all
honest users and should not deviate too much in conjunctive time slots. Whereas,
block-liveness can be directly derived from our protocol setting because all honest
users will collect at least one block in a time slot into their user-tree.

6.1 Achieving Persistence

Considering the existence of an adversarial user, the main challenges of achieving
persistence are: (1) Branch disclosure: The adversary cannot hide the highest-
scored branches from a part of the honest users; (2) Chain stability: The adver-
sary cannot force a swing among branches by extending the non-highest-scored
branches with higher-scored blocks.

Branch disclosure. For the first challenge, we remark that given our network
setting, in particular the δ-bounded block propagation delay, a block created by
an honest user is always disclosed at most within δ slots. Generally, we define
block disclosure with a parameter k with respect to the master tree mtreeℓ of
time slot ℓ and an honest user HU ∈ HUsr’s local trees treetHU .

Definition 10 (k-Disclosure). Let mtreeℓ = (V,E) be a master-tree of time
slot ℓ, let V =

⋃
t∈[ℓ+1] {bk

t
U}U∈Usr. For honest users HUsr ⊆ Usr, a block candi-

date bk∗ of slot t is k-disclosed, if ℓ ≥ t+k and for any honest users HU ∈ HUsr,
bk∗ /∈ treet+k−1

HU and bk∗ ∈ treet+k
HU .
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The k-disclosure definition captures the notion that a block is known to all
honest users within k time slots. The following lemma indicates that when a
block extends a branch, and the branch is adopted as the highest-scored branch
by at least one honest user, the block will be disclosed to all honest users.

Lemma 1. Assuming the network is δ-synchronous, a block candidate bk∗ ∈
branch∗ is at most (δ+1)-disclosed, if there exists an honest user HU ∈ HUsr with
treeHU = (VHU , EHU ) that satisfies sacc(branch

∗) = maxbrancht{sacc(brancht)}
where brancht ⊆ treeHU denotes the branch set in slot t.

Proof. If bk∗ is created by an honest user, it is 0-disclosed by the definition of
0-synchronous. If bk∗ is created by the adversary, we assume an honest user HU
adopts branch∗ as its highest-scored branch of slot t and bk∗ ∈ branch∗. Hence,
in slot t+ 1, HU creates a block candidate bkt+1

HU . Since bkt+1
HU is 0-disclosed, all

honest users receive HU ’s extended path branch∗||bkt+1
HU in slot t+ 1. Therefore,

bk∗ is added to their user-tree. The proof for an arbitrary δ follows similarly.

Directly from Lemma 1, we have the following proposition for disclosing the
highest-scored branch in the master-tree to all honest users.

Proposition 1. Assuming the network is δ-round synchronous, given a master-
tree of slot ℓ, we denote the highest-scored branch of slot ℓ− (δ+1) with branch∗.
For any honest user HU and its user-tree treeℓHU , branch

∗ ⊆ treeℓHU .

Chain stability. Proposition 1 only indicates that the highest-scored branch
of each time slot will eventually be known to all honest users. However, in two
conjunctive slots, the selected highest-scored branches may be different from each
other, e.g., a good-but-not-highest-scored branch gets extended by an extremely
high-scored block so that the new branch is selected in the next time slot. Such a
substitution causes the blockchain being unstable and can harm the persistence
in two ways (In the illustration, circle denotes the blocks on the branches, and
double circle denotes that the branch being selected as the highest-scored one):
(1) if the change of branch selection happens frequently, the block history cannot
be settled (Figure 2a); (2) if the selected branches of different slots have too many
distinct blocks, the block history can get reset (Figure 2b). In both cases, invalid
bids and transactions in the unstabilized blocks may disturb the trading market.

(a) The selected chain swings over con-
junctive time slots so that the blocks
during these slots cannot be settled.

(b) A branch substitutes the selected
chain after it gets selected for multiple
slots so that the history gets reset.

Fig. 2: Intuition of Chain Instability.
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In order to tackle this problem, we first define divergence between branches
and branch viability. Instead of length as in [14], our definitions depend on
branch’s score.

Definition 11 (Divergence and viability). Let mtreeℓ be a master-tree of
time slot ℓ. In any slot t ≤ ℓ, for any two branches branch1, branch2, the diver-
gence of branch1 and branch2 is given by div(branch1, branch2) = |sacc(branch1)−
sacc(branch2)|. Moreover, let chaint be the highest-scored branch of slot t, a branch
brancht ̸= chaint is viable, if length(brancht) = length(chaint) = height(mtreet)
and div(brancht, chaint) ≤ smax − smin where [smin, smax] is the range of the
scoring function.

A branch in slot t is viable if it has the same length as the master-tree of slot
t, and the divergence between the branch and the highest-scored branch is less
than the length of a single block score’s range. Hence, the viable branch could
be extended with a single block with higher score and substitute the current
selected chain. We formally define this situation as chain substitution in the
following.

Definition 12 (Chain substitution). Let mtreeℓ be a master-tree of time slot
ℓ. In a slot t ≤ ℓ, let chaint be the highest-scored branch, and let a branch
brancht ̸= chaint satisfies length(brancht) = length(chaint). For two (t + 1)-slot
block candidates bkt+1

c , bkt+1
b extending chaint and brancht, respectively. A chain

substitution occurs when |sacc(branch1) − sacc(branch2)| ≤ s(bkt+1
b ) − s(bkt+1

c ).
Hence, sacc(chain

t||bkt+1
c ) ≤ sacc(branch

t||bkt+1
b ).

Notice that chaint and brancht||bkt+1
b are the highest-scored branches in slot

t and t + 1, respectively. By Proposition 1, when assuming δ-synchronous, we
need to set t ≤ ℓ−(δ+2) so that these branches are disclosed. Moreover, a chain
substitution happens only when the adversary finds a higher-scored block bkt+1

b

to extend brancht because honest users will work on chaint, which indicates that
the number of existing branches does not affect honest users’ behavior. Thus, we
infer there is only one viable branch without loss of generality. We denote the
common part of branchi and branchj with branchi∩branchj , which is a path from
the genesis block bkG to the last common block between the branches. Hence, we
use \ operation to denote the path on a branch from the first separate block, i.e.,
branchi \branchj = branchi \(branchi∩branchj). Now, we analyze the probability
of chain substitution with a parameter τ ≥ 1 such that |chaint \ brancht| = τ .
The following lemma provides a loose upper bound for the probability when
assuming arbitrary score distribution and assuming the parameter function of
the score accumulator to be a(i) = ci where c is a large enough constant value.

Lemma 2. Assuming execution model in Section 2 and honest majority, let
mtreeℓ be a master-tree of time slot ℓ. Set the score accumulator’s parameter
function as a(i) = ci for a constant real number c and block’s height in mtree. The
probability of a chain substitution happening (in slot t + 1 ≤ ℓ) for the highest-
scored branch chaint and a viable brancht of slot t with |chaint \ brancht| = τ ≥ 1
is less than O(c−τ ) for a constant c (concrete bound with respect to arbitrary
score distribution can be found in the following proofs).
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Proof. Recall Lemma 2: Assuming execution model in Section 2 and honest
majority, let mtreeℓ be a master-tree of time slot ℓ. Set the score accumulator’s
parameter function as a(i) = ci for a constant real number c and block’s height
in mtree. The probability of a chain substitution happening (in slot t + 1 ≤ ℓ)
for the highest-scored branch chaint and a compatible brancht of slot t with
|chaint \ brancht| = τ ≥ 1 is less than O(c−τ ) for a constant c.

Estimating for τ = 1. We first consider the situation where τ = 1. Con-
cretely, in slot t, we consider the highest-scored branch chaint and a compat-
ible branch brancht, which get extended in slot t + 1 by bkt+1

c and bkt+1
b , re-

spectively. Moreover, since |chaint \ brancht| = 1, chaint and brancht share a
common path until slot t − 1. Hence, we denote the last common block with
bkt−1 ∈ chaint∩brancht. Moreover, the first distinct blocks on chaint and brancht

are denoted with bktc ∈ chaint and bktb ∈ brancht, respectively. When setting the
parameter function of score accumulator in Definition 9 as a(i) = ci, by chain
substitution in Definition 12, for any c > 0, we have:

s(bktc) ≥ s(bktb),

c · s(bktc) + s(bkt+1
c ) ≤ c · s(bktb) + s(bkt+1

b ). (2)

Therefore, the probability of a chain substitution occurring for τ = 1, denoted
with Pr[Chain substitution for τ = 1], equals to joint probability of events in
Equation 2. That is, we need to estimate the following equation.

Pr[s(bktc)− s(bktb) ≥ 0 ∧ c · (s(bktc)− s(bktb)) + s(bkt+1
c )− s(bkt+1

b ) ≤ 0] (3)

Now, we denote the random variables representing the scores of the tuple
(bktc, bk

t
b, bk

t+1
c , bkt+1

b ) with (Xt
c , X

t
b, X

t+1
c , Xt+1

b ). Furthermore, we use two ran-
dom variables Y t and Y t+1 to represent the subtraction of scores. That is,

Y t = Xt
c −Xt

b = s(bktc)− s(bktb),

Y t+1 = Xt+1
c −Xt+1

b = s(bkt+1
c )− s(bkt+1

b ).

By the scoring oracle model, (Xt
c , X

t
b, X

t+1
c , Xt+1

b ) are independent and follow
the same distribution DX = D on [smin, smax]. Hence, Y t and Y t+1 are inde-
pendent, and their distribution are identical and symmetric [9] on [smin− smax,
smax− smin]. We denote the distribution of Y t and Y t+1 with DY . Let the prob-
ability density function and the distribution function of DY be fY (·) and FY (·),
respectively. For convenience of reading, we rewrite Equation 3 as:

Pr[(Y t ≥ 0) ∧ (c · Y t + Y t+1 ≤ 0)]. (4)

In order to compute Equation 4, we consider the event: {Y t = y ∧ Y t+1 ≤
−cy} for all y ∈ [0, smax− smin]. Let r = smax− smin. By Y t is independent of
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Y t+1, we have:

Equation 4 =

∫ r

0

Pr[(Y t = y) ∧ (Y t+1 ≤ −cy)]dy

=

∫ r

0

Pr[Y t = y] · Pr[Y t+1 ≤ −cy]dy

=

∫ r

0

fY (y)FY (−cy)dy

=

∫ r

0

∫ −cy

−r

fY (y)fY (t)dtdy. (5)

Here, we set a upper-bound for Equation 5 by setting fY (·) with two coeffi-
cients c1, c2 > 0 as follows.

fY (y)

{
≤ c1 · e−c2·y2

, if y ∈ [−r, r],
= 0, otherwise.

(6)

Here, we can estimate the range of c1 and c2 because fY (y) is a probability

density function, i.e., it satisfies
∫ r

−r
fY (y)dy = 1. Hence,

∫∞
−∞ c1 · e−c2·y2

dy ≥ 1,

which is
c21
c2
≥ π−1. By scaling Equation 5 with fY (·), we have:

Equation 5 ≤
∫ ∞

0

∫ −cy

−∞
e−y2

· e−t2dtdy =
c1

2

2c2
· tan−1(

1

c
). (7)

Therefore,

Pr[Chain substitution for τ = 1] ≤ c1
2

2c2 · c
· tan−1(1/c) ≤ min{1, c1

2

2c2 · c
},

for any c > 0. In order to obtain meaningful result, we set c > c1
2/2c2, i.e.,

Pr[Chain substitution for τ = 1] ≤ c1
2/2c2 · c.

Notice that the analysis of τ = 1 works for any 1-slot chain substitution, i.e.,
if we only consider the slots when a substitution happens. Hence, the probability

of conjunctive chain substitutions for τ ≥ 1 slots is no greater than
(

c21
2c2

)τ
· c−τ .

For τ > 1. For branches chaint and brancht where |chaint \ brancht| = τ > 1,
we consider the situation where the branches share the same (t − τ)-slot block
bkt−τ . Because a block can only extend at most one branch, bkt−τ is the last
shared block between chaint and brancht. Hence, we denote the two sequences
of blocks on chaint and brancht during slots {t − τ + 1, . . . , t} with BKsc =
{bkt−τ+1

c , . . . , bktc} and BKsb = {bkt−τ+1
b , . . . , bktb} where BKsc ∩ BKsb = ϕ.

Moreover, we only consider the instability between chaint and brancht, i.e., let
chaini be the highest-scored branch in slot i ∈ {t− τ + 1, . . . , t}, chaini ⊆ chaint

or chaini ⊆ brancht. Therefore, we assume, without loss of generality, blocks in
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BKsc are selected in τ1 slots, and blocks in BKsb are selected in τ2 slots where
τ = τ1+τ2. Since in slot t, the selected block is bktc, we now consider an extreme
situation where all the blocks during the unstable period are selected from BKsc,
i.e., τ1 = τ . The situation when τ1 < τ follows similarly. In the following, we
evaluate the probability.

By the same methodology of τ = 1, we rewrite Equation 4 for τ > 1 as:

Pr

 ∧
j∈[τ ]

(τ−1)−j∑
i=0

ci · Y (t−j)−i) ≥ 0

 ∧( τ∑
i=0

ci · Y t+1−i ≤ 0

) , (8)

where Y i = Xi
c − Xi

b for any i ∈ {t − τ + 1, . . . , t + 1} are independent and
distributed identically with DY on [smin−smax, smax−smin]. Hence, Equation 8
equals to:

∫ r

0

∫ r

rt−τ+i

· · ·
∫ r

rt

Pr

 ∧
i∈{t−τ+1,...,t}

Y i = yi

 ∧(Y t+1 ≤ −
τ∑

i=1

ci · yt+1−i

) dyt−τ+1 · · · dyt

=

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ r

rt

Πt
i=t−τ+1 Pr[Y

i = yi] · Pr

[
Y t+1 ≤ −

τ∑
i=1

ci · yt+1−i

]
dyt−τ+1 · · · dyt

=

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ r

rt

Πt
i=t−τ+1fY (yi) · FY (−

τ∑
i=1

ci · yt+1−i)dyt−τ+1 · · · dyt

=

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ r

rt

∫ −
∑τ

i=1 ci·yt+1−i

−r

Πt
i=t−τ+1fY (yi) · fY (t)dtdyt−τ+1 · · · dyt. (9)

We denote the lower bound of random variable Yt−τ+i for any i ∈ {, . . . τ} as

rt−τ+i. Hence rt−τ+i = −
∑i

j=1 c
j · yt−τ+j .

Next, We use a small trick to scale Equation 9. Since Y t’s lower bound rt
derives from

∑τ−1
i=0 ci ·yt−i ≥ 0, and Y t+1’s upper bound is −

∑τ
i=1 c

i ·yt+1−i, we

can scale with yi = −r for any i ∈ {t−τ+2, . . . , t} so that yt−τ+1 ≥ cτ−1−1
cτ−1(c−1) and

Y t+1 ≤ −cτ · (yt−r+1 − cτ−1−1
cτ−1(c−1) ). Moreover, by setting y′ = yt−r+1 − cτ−1−1

cτ−1(c−1)

and by
∫ r

−r
fY (yi)dyi ≤ 1 for any i ∈ {t− τ + 1, . . . , t}, we have:

Equation 9 ≤
∫ r

0

∫ −cτ ·(yt−r+1− cτ−1−1

cτ−1(c−1)
)

−r

fY (yt−τ+1)fY (t)dtdyt−τ+1

≤
∫ r

−r

∫ −cτ ·y′

−r

fY (y
′)fY (t)dtdy

′. (10)

Finally, by the bound of fY (·) given in Equation 6, we have:

Equation 10 ≤
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ −cτy′

−∞
e−y′2

· e−t2dtdy′ =
c1

2

c2
· tan−1(

1

cτ
) ≤ c21

c2
· c−τ . (11)
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Therefore, combining the discussion above, we conclude that the probability
of a chain substitution happening for chaint and brancht in slot t + 1 where

|chaint\brancht| = τ ≥ 1 is less than max
{(

c21
2c2

)τ
· c−τ ,

c21
c2
· c−τ

}
. Here, c1, c2 >

0 is the coefficient in the subtraction distribution of the scoring function/oracle’s
output distribution. We can set the scoring function/oracle’s output to arbitrary

distribution as long as
c21
c2
≥ π−1 and c ≥ max{1, c21

c2
}.

Hence, we have the following theorem on persistence.

Theorem 1 (Persistence). Given the settings from in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,
the probability of our protocol achieving persistence on the chainℓ,ρ in time slot
ℓ is no less than Ω(1 − c−ρ+δ+1) where ρ ≥ δ + 1 is a parameter and chainℓ,ρ

denotes the branch from bkG to the block on chainℓ of slot ℓ− ρ.

Proof. Suppose persistence is violated for parameter ρ ≥ δ+1. It follows that, in
two different slots ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2, the selected chain of ℓ1 up-to slot ℓ1 − ρ, chainℓ1,ρ1 , is

NOT the prefix of the selected chain of ℓ2, chain2. Hence, chainℓ1,ρ1 \ chain2 ̸= ϕ,

and there exists a block bkℓ1−ρ′

1 such that bkℓ1−ρ′

1 /∈ chain2 where ρ′ ≥ ρ.

By Proposition 1, the sub-branches on the chains chainℓ1,ρ1 and chain
ℓ1,(δ+1)
2

are disclosed to all honest users. Notice that we consider slot ℓ1 − (δ + 1) for
chain2 because ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2 and thus, ℓ1− (δ+1) ≤ ℓ2− (δ+1). Because both chains

are selected as the highest-scored chain in some slots and chainℓ1,ρ1 \ chainℓ22 ̸= ϕ,
a chain substitution must happen in a slot after ℓ1 − (δ + 1). Otherwise, chain1
cannot be selected in slot ℓ1.

Therefore, chain1 and chain2 separate from each other in slot ℓ1 − ρ′ with

ρ′ ≥ ρ and chain2 substitutes chain1 after ℓ
(
1δ+1). By Lemma 2, the probability

of such a chain substitution happens with probability less than O(c−ρ+δ+1).

Thus, the probability of chainℓ1,ρ1 BEING the prefix of chain2 is no less than
Ω(1− c−ρ+∆+1) where c is a constant real value given in the proof of Lemma 2.

6.2 Achieving Block-Liveness

For completeness, we show that our protocol satisfies block-liveness following
directly from the execution model in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Block-liveness). Assuming at least one honest participant in the
protocol, we achieve block-liveness unconditionally under the time slot-based ex-
ecution with a globally synchronized clock.

The proof is fairly straightforward since the execution model is restricted.
Briefly, assume only one participant is honest, then it generates block candidates
with the locally kept bids. Given that it is unaware of any other block, the honest
participant trivially extends the local chain with the block candidate.
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7 Final Remarks

The starting point of our protocol is to implement P2P/ETS, therefore we gener-
alized it to a auction market. Despite our constrained setting, i.e., we assumed a
δ-synchronous network, static corruptions of at most half participants equipped
with synchronized clocks to generate reliable timestamps. Typically, this setting
suits our needs for P2PETS. We advocate the energy trading infrastructure is
already deployed and show a similar setting, i.e., private energy grids in small
communities. In such environments, our protocol can be a suitable option.

One component of our construction is the scoring function s. Its purpose is
to apply a “notion of optimal” to the system. Among all the blocks available
on each time slot, it chooses the “most optimal” choice to extend a blockchain
data structure. At the same time, it is used as accounting for the auction market
underpinning the system. Instantiated with a concrete function, the adversary,
once given the description for the scoring function, could adapt and get an
advantage in constructing the next block. Thus, its adaptability, in fact, helps the
optimality of the overall protocol. We advocate that the study of more concrete
constructions of s is of independent interest and out of the scope of this work.

In our analysis, the scoring function is replaced by a scoring oracle which
assigns random scores for candidate blocks on each time slot. This, in fact, sim-
plifies our analysis without the loss of the whole motivation of our construction.
We remark that, although it is an oracle, it is practical, since it can be easily used
in practice with a random function. However, the adaptability of the adversary,
early mentioned, is not possible since the adversary is not given a representation
of the function.

Considering the scoring oracle in the early constrained but meaningful set-
ting, we showed that our protocol has consistency and block-liveness when half
of the participants are honest. We recall that block-liveness is a variant of the
standard security liveness property. This variant is necessary and meaningful in
our setting, given that in every time slot all honest participants issue candidate
blocks. Thus, the property is that one block among them is always chosen from
all candidates. Needless to say, by fulfilling the block-liveness property, we also
obtain the regular liveness property.
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